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EMPHASIS ON
TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
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NEED FOR
SOCIO-SPATIAL KNOWLEDGE



FLOODING
the temporary covering by water of land not normally covered by water

(European Floods Directive)


FLOOD RISK
likelihood of flooding x impact of flood


FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT

actions aimed to reduce the likelihood and/or the impact of floods
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natural-physical system 
‘WATER’

socio-spatial system
‘LAND’

DEFINITIONS



FROM RESISTANCE...
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amendments to the city that enable the 
existing structure to remain the same
̶  modelling and prediction

̶  technical flood protection measures 
(dikes)

̶  strong water management institutions 
with technical skills
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CHALLANGES

upstream activity

technical 
infrastructure

climate extremes and changes

spatial developments

multiple
actors

changes in the water system socio-spatial changes

uncertainties and 
complexities

that cannot be mitigated 
through modelling or 

further research







... TO RESILIENCE
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cities are transformed by (the threat of) 
flood events
̶  comprehensive and integrative concepts

̶  many stakeholders
̶  collaboration at various levels



ENGINEERING APPROACH: PREVENT FLOODING
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SOLUTIONS CONFINED 
TO WATER SYSTEM

constraints

ENGINEERING APPROACH: ROLE OF SPATIAL PLANNING
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natural-physical system 
‘WATER’

socio-spatial system
‘LAND’



RISK BASED APPROACH
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RISK BASED APPROACH: ROLE OF SPATIAL PLANNING
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PROVIDE SPACE

support

natural-physical system 
‘WATER’

socio-spatial system
‘LAND’



RESILIENCE APPROACH
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complementary 

RESILIENCE APPROACH: ROLE OF SPATIAL PLANNING
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natural-physical system 
‘WATER’

socio-spatial system
‘LAND’



RESILIENCE APPROACH
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resilience principle applied on the framework for flood risk management strategy by Hutter 
(2006)

3.  from one water manager to a multi-actor approach 
         responsabilization of spatial planners and civil society

2.  from linear management to adaptive management 
         need for flexibility

1.  from protection to multi-layered approaches 
diversification of measures and strategy



RESILIENCE APPROACH: (1) MULTILAYERED WATER SAFETY
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prevention

preparedness

protection

integraalwaterbeleid.be

prevention

shared responsibility



RESILIENCE APPROACH: (2) ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

evolutionary / adaptive

circular
linear
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WHO MANAGES FLOOD RISK? 

water manager

RESILIENCE APPROACH: (3) MULTI-ACTOR APPROACH
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WHO MANAGES FLOOD RISK? 

planner

resident

water manager

RESILIENCE APPROACH: (3) MULTI-ACTOR APPROACH
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WHO MANAGES FLOOD RISK? 

planner

residentbuilding industry

insurance market

water manager

real estate market

RESILIENCE APPROACH: (3) MULTI-ACTOR APPROACH



actor field of flood risk management (Tempels, 2016) 22 

RESILIENCE APPROACH: (3) MULTI-ACTOR APPROACH



So... we know what to do, right?
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complementary 

FLOOD RISK
likelihood of flooding x impact of flood
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natural-physical system 
‘WATER’

socio-spatial system
‘LAND’

support

constraints


independent variables





FLOOD RISK
likelihood of flooding x impact of flood
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New Orleans after hurricane Katrina

DIKE PARADOX
infrastructural protection 

(false?) sense of safety

(vulnerable) development

increased overall risk

(Hartmann & Jüpner, 2013)



FLOOD RISK
likelihood of flooding x impact of flood

complex interacting variables!
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New Orleans after hurricane Katrina

DIKE PARADOX
infrastructural protection 

(false?) sense of safety

(vulnerable) development

increased overall risk

(Hartmann & Jüpner, 2013)



RESILIENCE APPROACH: ROLE OF SPATIAL PLANNING?
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natural-physical system 
‘WATER’

socio-spatial system
‘LAND’

WHAT IS THE NATURE 
OF THIS 

INTERACTION?

(flood) risks are socially constructed
- conceptualisation/simplification of complex processes
- this conceptualisation frames our actions



How can we better understand the spatial development 
of flood risks through time?

̶  beyond likelihood x impact
̶  considering the complex interplay between natural, socio-spatial 

and economic processes
̶  focusing on the relations and interactions between the actors that 

contribute to the spatial development of flood risks
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One needs to better understand the interdependence and co-
evolutionary development of management objectives and 

paradigms, environmental characteristics, technologies and social 
routines, as technical infrastructure, citizen behaviour and habits 

have co-evolved over long periods of time.
(Pahl-Wostl, 2002, 2007)




‘adaptation is not about returning to some prior state, because all 
social and natural systems evolve and, in some sense, co-evolve 

with each other over time’ 
(Tompkins and Adger, 2004:5)



co-evolution (biology) :
when two or more species 
reciprocally affect each 
other’s evolution



Case study
Dender basin (Belgium)
interviews and survey with main government, 
business and civil actors

identifying interrelations between different 
actors that are involved in the spatial 
development of flood risk

the Netherlands

France

North
Sea




rigid

planning systeem



passive attitude 
societal actors...





... or sleeping social capital?



interactions



formal flood risk policy broad society
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UNDERLYING MECHANISMS

•  awareness and public perception of flood risks
•  location choice and buying behaviour for real estate 

in flood prone areas
•  taking precautionary measures
•  support for risk reduction measures

ñ

•  capitalisation of risk in real estate prices and 
insurance premiums

•  knowledge development and transfer

1.  dominance of structural and protective measures

2.  emphasis on economic damage and efficiency

3.  responsibility & political decision-making

4.  institutionalisation of knowledge on flood risks

5.  insurance & compensation systems



formal flood risk policy broad society
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UNDERLYING MECHANISMS: CO-EVOLUTIONS

•  awareness and public perception of flood risks
•  location choice and buying behaviour for real estate 

in flood prone areas
•  taking precautionary measures
•  support for risk reduction measures

ñ

•  capitalisation of risk in real estate prices and 
insurance premiums

•  knowledge development and transfer

1.  dominance of structural and protective measures

2.  emphasis on economic damage and efficiency

3.  responsibility & political decision-making

4.  institutionalisation of knowledge on flood risks

5.  insurance & compensation systems

unwanted side effects
•  development of flood-prone areas ð higher losses in case of flood
•  decreasing tolerance of flood risk ð need for a high degree of safety
•  government responsibility ð low autonomous adaptive capacity





institutional framework seems to be 
counterproductive for the development of overall 

resilience to flooding
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1.  dominance of structural and protective measures

      > diversified approaches
2.  emphasis on economic damage and efficiency

      > socio-spatial embedding
3.  responsibility & political decision-making

      > shared responsibility, open debate
4.  institutionalisation of knowledge on flood risks, little communication

      > different types of knowledge production
5.  insurance & compensation systems

      > financial incentivation
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HOW CAN THESE INTERACTION BECOME MORE FRUITFUL?



̶  developed country perspective: collective flood protection has given 
us a lot, but also cost us a lot
̶  loss of social capital
̶  loss of natural environment

̶  so what if collective flood protection has not (yet) been established?
̶  how to organize flood risk management without loosing social 

capital? without deteriorating the natural environment?
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flooding in your city?
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WE HAVE A MAYOR!!
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you are the head of the planning department
(8 groups)

come up with a project to increase flood resilience in your community
-  what will you spend the money on?
-  how will this increase the community’s resilience against flooding?

pitch your project to the mayor in an elevator pitch to get funding
(1 minute)


